Multifunctional hard-shelled microbubbles for differentiating imaging, cavitation and drug release by ultrasound†
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Polymeric microbubbles bearing a hard shell exhibit prominent stability and tunable acoustical properties that serve the purposes of biomedical imaging and ultrasound (US)-triggered cavitations. It is of great significance to expand the utility scope of hard-shelled microbubbles with multifunctionality, which will dramatically enhance the efficiency and precision of disease-oriented treatments. To this end, the multifunctional hard-shelled microbubbles (PMBs) for US imaging and US-triggered stimuli-responsive cavitations have been synthesized via a one-step in situ polymerization. Varied parameters including US frequency, acoustical powers and pulse duration time have been screened to optimize the cavitation conditions. It was notable to observe that by use of PMBs, a US-triggered progress of imaging, stable and inertial cavitations could be easily differentiated with an elaborately modulated parameter, which gives a visualizable pathway for imaging, stimuli-responsive cavitation, drug transportation and release at each stage. Meanwhile, commercial US contrast agents (Sonovue and Xueruixin with lipid and protein shell materials) have been compared with PMBs in terms of their cavitation performances. These valuable findings imply a promising perspective to use these multifunctional microbubbles as a novel visualizable theranostic strategy against diseases.

1. Introduction

The development of microbubbles (MBs) has opened up a new era for biomarker-targeted diagnostic imaging, drug delivery and ultrasound (US)-mediated therapy meeting the requirements of precision and individualized medicine.1–5 As both contrast agents and drug carriers, MBs can load therapeutic payloads and transport them to diseased lesions for US-mediated theranostics. As gas-filled colloidal materials, they generally consist of an inert gas core and a shell composition of lipid, protein or polymer with a typical diameter of 0.5–10 μm.6,7 Due to dramatic acoustical impedance mismatch between MBs and tissues, signal enhancement can be generated and therefore contrast-enhanced US (CE US) images can be reconstructed for convenient visualization and recognition. In particular, US-induced inertial or stable cavitations at the presence of MBs have attracted roaring attention in the fields of cancer-oriented therapy and micro-invasive surgery.8,9 In consequence, the fabrication of novel MBs with prominent physical and acoustical properties is a key prerequisite in this regard.

According to different shell materials, soft-shelled (lipid-based) and hard-shelled (polymeric and protein-based) MBs can be sorted.10–12 Although soft-shelled MBs are broadly used in clinics as injectable contrast agents for cardiovascular perfusion imaging, hard-shelled MBs have shown apparent advantages such as higher in vivo stability, relatively thicker shell for enhanced drug-loading, better tolerance for destructive imaging and controlled drug release, and easier access to chemical modification for bio-targeting.10,11 On the other hand, it is well known that exposure of ultrasound to MBs at different mechanical indexes (MI) gives birth to either stable (steady oscillation) or inertial (rapid growth into collapse) cavitations.12,13 The resonance oscillation and collapse of drug-entrapped MBs simultaneously induces the enhanced vascular permeability, which has become an effective route to successful treatments of various diseases.14 To envisage the theranostic efficacy, choices of shell materials is vitally important since they predominantly determine the acoustical profiles and the extent to which MBs can oscillate during US irradiation.15 Hard-shelled MBs demonstrate more US sensitivity especially at high MI,
which ensures them suitable for destructive color doppler US or US-triggered stimuli-responsive drug release. To sum up, appropriate shell materials and optimized cavitation conditions are playing an important role in the US-triggered theranostic strategy for final successful treatments in the case of either clinical or pre-clinical applications.

Polymeric MBs as representative hard-shelled US contrast agents, have recently gained increasingly interest due to their non-immunogenicity and easy fabrication protocols. Poly n-butyl cyanoacrylate (PBCA) is a biocompatible and biodegradable material that has been extensively utilized in clinics with sufficient bio-safety. Thus, the use of PBCA as the shell material to construct MBs will pave the way to clinical translation. Our previous studies have reported the use of PBCA-based MBs for US imaging. As a follow-up investigation, we herein describe the PBCA-based polymeric microbubbles (PMBs) and their optimization for US-triggered stable and inertial cavitations as a potential strategy for drug transportation and stimuli-responsive release (Scheme 1). Based on this concept, we synthesized these polymeric MBs and screened varied parameters such as US frequency, acoustical power, duty cycles, mechanical index, pulse duration time to study the oscillation performance and cavitation effect as well as their optimized resonance conditions. Meanwhile, these profiles of as-synthesized PMBs have been compared with the commercial US MBs, Sonovue and Xueruixin, to disclose their outstanding acoustical properties. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first report so far to grope the optimized conditions for US-triggered cavitations of the hard-shelled PMBs with clinical ultrasound devices. These findings will not only provide solid evidences to PMB-related theranostic applications which combine imaging, diagnosis and therapy in one single process with higher dose-economy and bio-availability, but also shed bright perspectives to image-guided therapy or image-navigated surgery, so that a synergistic treatment with higher precision and efficiency in combination of US and PMBs will be realized.

2. Results and discussions

2.1 Synthesis and characterization of hard-shelled polymeric microbubbles (PMBs)

The hard-shelled polymeric microbubbles (PMBs) were prepared via a one-step emulsion polymerization of butyl cyanoacrylate (BCA) as monomers. In this facile synthetic procedure, air was incorporated as the gas core, and the shell was formed along with BCA polymerization during the high-speed agitation. Triton X-100 as a neutral surfactant contributed to the stabilization of PMBs. The polymerization was complete in 4 h with a following centrifugation step as the size-isolation procedure to harvest the monodispersed MBs. The as-synthesized PMBs exhibited a typical core-shell structure as shown schematically in Fig. 1A. The optical microscopy image indicated that PMBs had excellent stability and a narrow size distribution without obvious aggregation (Fig. 1B). As a follow-up investigation, we herein describe the PBCA-based polymeric microbubbles (PMBs) and their optimization for US-triggered stable and inertial cavitations as a potential strategy for drug transportation and stimuli-responsive release (Scheme 1). Based on this concept, we synthesized these polymeric MBs and screened varied parameters such as US frequency, acoustical power, duty cycles, mechanical index, pulse duration time to study the oscillation performance and cavitation effect as well as their optimized resonance conditions. Meanwhile, these profiles of as-synthesized PMBs have been compared with the commercial US MBs, Sonovue and Xueruixin, to disclose their outstanding acoustical properties. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first report so far to grope the optimized conditions for US-triggered cavitations of the hard-shelled PMBs with clinical ultrasound devices. These findings will not only provide solid evidences to PMB-related theranostic applications which combine imaging, diagnosis and therapy in one single process with higher dose-economy and bio-availability, but also shed bright perspectives to image-guided therapy or image-navigated surgery, so that a synergistic treatment with higher precision and efficiency in combination of US and PMBs will be realized.
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The hard-shelled polymeric microbubbles (PMBs) were prepared via a one-step emulsion polymerization of butyl cyanoacrylate (BCA) as monomers. In this facile synthetic procedure, air was incorporated as the gas core, and the shell was formed along with BCA polymerization during the high-speed agitation. Triton X-100 as a neutral surfactant contributed to the stabilization of PMBs. The polymerization was complete in 4 h with a following centrifugation step as the size-isolation procedure to harvest the monodispersed MBs. The as-synthesized PMBs exhibited a typical core-shell structure as shown schematically in Fig. 1A. The optical microscopy image indicated that PMBs had excellent stability and a narrow size distribution without obvious aggregation (Fig. 1B). As a follow-up investigation, we herein describe the PBCA-based polymeric microbubbles (PMBs) and their optimization for US-triggered stable and inertial cavitations as a potential strategy for drug transportation and stimuli-responsive release (Scheme 1). Based on this concept, we synthesized these polymeric MBs and screened varied parameters such as US frequency, acoustical power, duty cycles, mechanical index, pulse duration time to study the oscillation performance and cavitation effect as well as their optimized resonance conditions. Meanwhile, these profiles of as-synthesized PMBs have been compared with the commercial US MBs, Sonovue and Xueruixin, to disclose their outstanding acoustical properties. To the best of our knowledge, it is the first report so far to grope the optimized conditions for US-triggered cavitations of the hard-shelled PMBs with clinical ultrasound devices. These findings will not only provide solid evidences to PMB-related theranostic applications which combine imaging, diagnosis and therapy in one single process with higher dose-economy and bio-availability, but also shed bright perspectives to image-guided therapy or image-navigated surgery, so that a synergistic treatment with higher precision and efficiency in combination of US and PMBs will be realized.
frequency, acoustical power, duty cycles, mechanical index and pulse duration time. Inertial cavitation will give rise to the “bubble-bombing”, and simultaneously physical effects such as micro-streaming, shockwaves, local shear force and micro-jets are generated which significantly contribute to the increased trans-cellular drug uptake as a result of reversible structural deformations on cell membranes.\textsuperscript{21-22} In comparison, stable cavitation will not lead to the destruction of MBs but is conducive to US imaging. Hence, it is valuable to optimize the critical conditions under which strongest bubble resonance will give birth to enhanced drug release at the targeted lesions at no sacrifice of US imaging efficiency.\textsuperscript{23,24}

2.2.1 Ultrasound frequency and acoustical power. Studies have shown that cavitation effect is closely related to the US MI, and cavitation is unlikely to occur with an MI value less than 0.7. Nevertheless, the cavitation threshold might be substantially reduced when MBs are utilized as efficient cavitation agents.\textsuperscript{25-27} To explore the optimized cavitation parameters, US frequency and acoustical power, two factors which greatly influence the MI values, were firstly selected via bi-variant experiments. PMBs were immobilized in gelatin as the phantom with a final concentration of 1500 MBs per µL, and a US transducer was placed over the phantom to pose the ultrasound and record the images by using a color doppler imaging system (Fig. 2A). The duty cycles were calculated by eqn (1), and it was noticed that when frequency was adjusted to 1.7 MHz and 2.0 MHz, the pulse length was set to an optional maximum of 17.5 and 21 cycle respectively.\textsuperscript{28-30} All the duty cycles with varied frequency and pulse length were rather small as shown in Table S1,\textsuperscript{†} and the MI values in variation with US frequencies and acoustical powers have been listed in Table S2.\textsuperscript{†}

The US images at varied frequencies and acoustical powers were recorded as Fig. S1–S9.\textsuperscript{†} It is obviously demonstrated that with acoustical power increased, signal intensity post-US irradiation decreased sharply due to the collapse of PMBs. Therefore, a palpable rise of %decrease that varied with the enhanced acoustical powers indicated the cavitation effect gradually transited from stable to inertial (Fig. 2B and C).\textsuperscript{17} The darkness in region of interest (ROI) of post-cavitation images was almost 100% SI decrease which was ascribed to an inertial cavitation at the presence of PMBs. In contrast, US signals in ROI at lower acoustical powers exhibited slightly decreased or intact, which implied a stable or partial inertial cavitation. It is interestingly to note a negative data-point of %decrease (−15% (2.5 MHz, 60%) and −22% (3.3 MHz, 60%)) as a result of an obvious signal enhancement in ROI, which implied the occurrence of stable cavitation at the critical resonance frequency of PMBs (Fig. 2B, S3 and S4).\textsuperscript{†} As for cavitations at lower frequencies (1.7, 2.0, 2.5 and 3.3 MHz) by using a convex transducer (S1-8C), no obvious inertial cavitations could be observed when the acoustical power was lower than 50%. With regard to higher frequencies (3.0, 3.7, 4.0, 5.0 and 6.3 MHz) by using a linear transducer (X4-12L), inertial cavitations could be achieved with the acoustical power set lower than 50%, while no inertial cavitation was detected with the acoustical power lower than 10%. Hence, these findings clearly evidenced that the cavitation were activated by ultrasound at the presence of PMBs, and the appropriate selection of frequency and acoustical power influenced the cavitation effects accordingly. Considering that the resonance frequency of microbubbles could be reduced by modulating their sizes and shell stiffness,\textsuperscript{32-34} the presence of PMBs in this case have lowered the inertial cavitation MI threshold dramatically to nearly 0.3 (Table S2†).

2.2.2 US pulse duration time. The noteworthy phenomenon that US irradiation at a specific frequency of 3.3 MHz and acoustical power of 60% for 12 s led to a prominent SI enhancement of 22% reminded us to take pulse duration time into consideration as a key factor that might affect the optimized cavitation effect. Under the defined irradiation conditions (frequency: 3.3 MHz, acoustical power: 60%), the PMBs phantom was treated with US pulses irradiating the same ROI for a total duration time of 44 s. The pulse paused every 2 s and US images were taken for SI analysis all through the imaging sequence (Fig. 3 and S10†). As shown, the brightness in ROI gradually turned brighter within the first 16 s which marked the progress to maximal resonance of PMBs, and while during 18–24 s, the signal intensity slightly weakened due to the existence of a stable cavitation. Afterwards, the occurrence of an inertial cavitation was activated with the SI fading off from 26 s to 44 s.

Fig. 2 The experimental apparatus (A) and cavitation effects by evaluating %decrease of US signal intensity (SI) of pre- and post-US irradiation images at varied US frequencies and acoustical powers by using a convex transducer S1-8C (B) and a linear transducer X4-12L (C) respectively.

Fig. 3 The US images at varied pulse duration time (A) and the evaluation of cavitation effects with the analysis of signal intensity (B) and % decrease (C) by using a convex transducer S1-8C. (US frequency: 3.3 MHz, acoustical power: 60%, US images recorded through a duration time of 44 s, yellow line-confined area indicates ROI).
These stages have been proved by the real-time US images, SI and %decrease curves, and with these evidences, bubble resonance, stable and inertial cavitations could be readily differentiated. This provides us a visualized pathway to directly monitor the occurrence and progress of stable or inertial cavitations at the presence of PMBs. And more importantly in terms of theranostic applications, these findings are valuable to use PMBs for US imaging (at the time point of approximately 16 s with strongest signal due to the maximal resonance of PMBs), drug transportation (i.e. stable cavitation, before 24 s with drug loaded and delivered stably and visibly) and US-triggered stimuli-responsive release (i.e. inertial cavitation, during 26–44 s with PMBs collapse and subsequently drug deposition) in a live US image-guided manner.

2.3 Comparison of cavitation effects at the presence of PMBs vs. Sonovue and XRX under optimized conditions

To further investigate the performance of PMBs and realize their clinical translation and theranostic applications, it is of utmost importance to compare the cavitation behaviors of PMBs with commercial US contrast agents. Therefore, Sonovue and Xueruxin (XRX) as the representative contrast agents composed of lipids and proteins respectively were selected in our studies (Fig. 4A and B). 0.5 mL of MBs (PMBs, Sonovue, XRX) with a defined concentration of $1 \times 10^9$ MBs per mL were injected into deionized water for US imaging and cavitations at a clinically used frequency of 3.0 MHz and 5.0 MHz, respectively. Based on previously optimized conditions, three different acoustical powers (10%, 30%, 60% for 3.0 MHz, and 10%, 40%, 80% for 5.0 MHz) evoking total, partial and non-inertial cavitation were selected. ROI was chosen where the MBs were uniformly dispersed.

As demonstrated in Fig. 4C and 5A, %decrease in gray-scale for PMBs were almost equal to Sonovue and XRX, indicating that PMBs had excellent contrast performance as the commercial contrast agents. However, only obscure %decrease in gray-scale was observed for PMBs, Sonovue and XRX at an acoustical power of 10% at the frequency of either 3.0 MHz or 5.0 MHz, which indicated no significant inertial cavitation under this low acoustical power. While the acoustical power was increased to 30%, 60% (in case of 3.0 MHz) and 40%, 80% (in case of 5.0 MHz), significant inertial cavitations could be detected and PMBs displayed slightly better or comparable cavitation effects with Sonovue and XRX (Fig. 4D and 5B). As for 3.0 MHz US irradiation (acoustical power 30%), there was a significant difference of %decrease in gray-scale between PMBs and XRX ($p < 0.05$, Fig. 4D) that implied PMBs were more destructible than XRX under this condition. While in regard to 5.0 MHz US irradiation with higher acoustical power of 80%, XRX showed a significantly better inertial cavitation performance than PMBs and Sonovue (Fig. 5B). In consequence, the as-synthesized polymeric microbubbles of PMBs not only have comparable contrast enhancement to Sonovue and XRX, but also are promising drug delivery agents with acceptable drug loading capacity when utilized to US-triggered cavitations as an efficacious strategy to serve the theranostic medicine.

3. Conclusions

In summary, the hard-shelled polymeric microbubbles (PMBs) have been synthesized via a one-step in situ polymerization, and characterizations proved them with narrow size distribution and good stability. As multifunctional agents for US imaging and cavitations, varied parameters including US frequency, acoustical powers and pulse duration time were screened to afford the optimized cavitation conditions. Meanwhile, it was...
notable to observe that by use of PMBs, a US-triggered progress of imaging, stable and inertial cavitations could be easily discriminated, and this endows a visualizable pathway to utilize PMBs as both US contrast agents and payload carriers for differentiating imaging, stimuli-responsive cavitation, drug transportation and release at each stage. To further investigate their availability, commercial US contrast agents of Sonovue and XRX with lipid and protein shell materials respectively were performed in comparison with the cavitation behavior of PMBs, and it was found that PMBs exhibited comparable competency as multifunctional US imaging and cavitation agents. It can be expected that with ligand conjugation on PMBs, specific biomarker-targeted capability will pave the way to disease-oriented theranostics in association with US-triggered cavitation strategy. This will dramatically expand their biomedical application scope of polymeric microbubbles, and therefore provide accessibility to image-guided precision medicine.
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